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PART I — OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Overview  

1. This case concerns the application of the general anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) in s. 245 of 

the Income Tax Act (the Act) to transactions undertaken to monetize $90 million of unused non-

capital losses and other deductions. By rendering the applicant a corporate shell and then 

transferring actual control of its actions to an arm’s length third party, the deductions were, in 

effect, sold and used to offset income from a new business owned by new shareholders. 

2. This Court settled the analytical framework for applying the GAAR in four prior 

decisions1—just reaffirmed in Alta Luxembourg2—and the applicant identifies no reason to revisit 

it. The only issue in the Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) was whether the tax loss monetization 

transactions resulted in abusive tax avoidance. The FCA, as mandated by this Court and adhering 

to the analytical framework for the GAAR, discerned the object, spirit and purpose of s. 111(5), 

which restricts the carry-forward of a corporation’s unused non-capital losses upon an acquisition 

of control, and held that the transactions frustrated its rationale. The result achieved—an 

acquisition of actual control of the applicant to facilitate the trading of its losses—was abusive tax 

avoidance. This finding is well anchored in this Court’s conclusion in Mathew that the Act intends 

to prohibit loss trading.3 The applicant asks this Court to act as a court of error because it disagrees 

with the FCA decision. This is not an issue of public importance. 

3. The applicant seeks to make an issue out of this Court’s decision in Duha4 on the meaning 

of “control” under the Act when none exists. In particular, the applicant incorrectly conflates the 

object, spirit or purpose of a provision as determined in a GAAR analysis with a statutory 

interpretation (where the GAAR is not in issue) that determines what the words of a provision 

mean. This ignores this Court’s previous GAAR jurisprudence. 

                                              
1 Canada Trustco Mortgage Co v Canada , 2005 SCC 54 [Canada Trustco]; Mathew v Canada, 
2005 SCC 55 [Mathew] (sub nom. Kaulius v Canada); Lipson v Canada, 2009 SCC 1 [Lipson];  
Copthorne Holdings Ltd v Canada, 2011 SCC 63 [Copthorne]. 
2 Canada v Alta Energy Luxembourg SARL, 2021 SCC 49 [Alta Luxembourg] in the unique 
bilateral tax treaty context. 
3 Mathew at para 49. 
4 Duha Printers (Western) Ltd v Canada, [1998] 1 SCR 795 [Duha] at paras 36 and 85. 

https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/2288/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/2289/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/2670/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/7981/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/19089/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/1619/index.do
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4. This Court’s decision in Duha on the meaning of “control” under the Act is settled law and 

there is no dispute that the de jure control test is the Canadian standard. The FCA did not introduce 

a new “actual control test” applicable when the meaning of control is in issue. Nothing has been 

upended. 

B. Statement of Facts  

5. The Crown does not agree with the applicant’s description of the facts nor the effect of the 

FCA’s decision. The applicant made no reference to the Partial Statement of Agreed Facts.5 

Distilled to the essence, the key facts are as follows. 

6. Before the transactions, the applicant carried on a drug research and food additive business 

under the name Forbes Medi-Tech Inc. with its shares publicly listed. In 2007, the applicant was 

experiencing serious financial difficulties and looking to get cash for its $90 million or so of unused 

non-capital losses and other deductions (the Tax Losses).6 A proposal came from Matco Capital 

Ltd. (Matco): the applicant’s shareholders would become shareholders of a new corporation 

(New Forbes), which would receive $4 million for the applicant’s Tax Losses. The applicant 

would become an empty shell, and Matco would locate a new business that could use the 

applicant’s prior Tax Losses for the benefit of new shareholders. The deal did not proceed in 2007 

but Matco indicated a willingness to proceed with a similar transaction in 2008.7 

7. As part of the plan to monetize the Tax Losses, transactions were undertaken so that the 

applicant became a wholly-owned subsidiary of New Forbes, and the applicant’s former 

shareholders became shareholders of New Forbes.8 

8. Matco, New Forbes and the applicant did sign a new letter of intent in March 2008 which 

culminated in an agreement labelled “Investment Agreement” under which New Forbes would 

receive $3.8 million—for the applicant’s Tax Losses—and those Tax Losses would be preserved 

                                              
5 Partial Statement of Agreed Facts (PASF), Leave Response (LR) Tab 3B. 
6 Reasons for Judgment of Paris, J. (Reasons), at paras 6–11, Leave Application (LA) Tab B2; 
PASF at paras 24–30. 
7 Reasons at paras 13–14. 
8 Reasons at paras 15–16; PASF at paras 41–44. 
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for use in a new business to be owned by new shareholders.9 To ensure the latter, it was key that 

Matco not trigger the loss restriction rules in the Act—including in s. 111(5)—by acquiring de jure 

control of the applicant.10 Key elements included the following:11 

 Matco would purchase a $3 million debenture from the applicant (later adjusted to $2.96 

million) convertible into 35% of the voting common shares and 100% of the non-voting 

common shares of the applicant, representing 79% of the share equity on a diluted basis. 

The debenture pricing was tied to and adjusted based on the amount of the Tax Losses. 

 The applicant’s assets and liabilities , plus the cash paid by Matco for the debenture, would 

be transferred to New Forbes (the Spin-Out Transaction). 

 Matco guaranteed that New Forbes could sell its remaining shares of the applicant (the 

Remaining Shares) for a minimum of $800,000 (the Guaranteed Amount) through a 

“Sale Opportunity”. 

 Matco had one year to present a “Corporate Opportunity” for the applicant to become 

involved in a new business, the profits of which could be offset by the unused Tax Losses. 

If New Forbes rejected a Corporate Opportunity, Matco would not have to pay the 

Guaranteed Amount of $800,000. 

9. Since the cash Matco was injecting via the debenture would go to New Forbes, Matco 

imposed significant restrictions on New Forbes’ ability to exercise control over the applicant’s 

affairs, all while avoiding an acquisition of de jure control. In particular, the Investment Agreement 

provided that, without Matco’s consent, New Forbes could not (and would cause the applicant not 

to) do the following: (i) issue, sell or transfer any shares of the applicant, including the Remaining 

Shares, (ii) change or amend the constating documents of the applicant; (iii) redeem or purchase 

any shares of the applicant; (iv) reorganize the applicant; (v) declare and/or pay dividends of the 

                                              
9 March 4, 2008 letter of intent, LR Tab 3C; March 19, 2008 Investment Agreement, LA Tab D1; 
March 20, 2008 press release, LR Tab 3D. 
10 Reasons at para 65. 
11 Investment Agreement, LA Tab D1. Nominal shares were also issued to a corporation owned 

by a principal of Matco to avoid the Investment Agreement being a unanimous shareholder’s 

agreement which might affect de jure control: PASF at paras 47–50; Reasons at paras 5 and 26. 
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applicant; (vi) enter into, assign, terminate or amend any contract or agreement of the applicant; 

or (vii) engage in any activity other than examining and pursuing a Corporate Opportunity. New 

Forbes also surrendered its ability to dissolve or wind-up the applicant without Matco’s consent.12 

In the result, New Forbes was only permitted to carry out transactions designed to monetize the 

Tax Losses as intended by Matco. 

10.  It was also open to Matco to fulfill the Sale Opportunity by itself offering to purchase the 

Remaining Shares. However, the Investment Agreement was drafted to ensure that Matco did not 

have any right to acquire those shares because Matco would then be deemed to acquire control 

under s. 256(8).13 The only Sale Opportunity ever presented was an offer by a Matco affiliate. 

11.  On May 9, 2008, Matco subscribed for the convertible debenture for $2,960,000, repayable  

with 8% interest on demand, but within one year, or convertible into 35% of the voting and 100% 

of the non-voting shares of the applicant, representing 79% of the share equity.14 The applicant 

transferred the $2,960,000 of cash to its US subsidiary (Forbes US).15 

12.  The Spin-Out Transaction was completed on May 9, 2008.16 The applicant’s assets and 

operations were transferred to New Forbes, which assumed the applicant’s liabilities except for 

one: the liability under the convertible debenture.17 Forbes US became wholly owned by New 

Forbes and loaned the $2,960,000 to New Forbes.18 From that point forward, New Forbes carried 

on the prior loss business. The applicant was an empty shell, with only the Tax Losses and no 

business, yet was still liable for the surrender value of the convertible debenture (which the 

applicant somehow labels a “loan”).19 

                                              
12 Investment Agreement, LA Tab D1, s. 6.1, including s. 6.1(c)(iii). 
13 Reasons at para 65; Investment Agreement, LA Tab D1, s. 5.8. 
14 Convertible debenture, LA D2, calculated on $89.6 million of Tax Losses; PASF at paras 57–
58. 
15 PASF at para 57(c); Reasons at para 27. 
16 Reasons at para 27. 
17 May 9, 2008 purchase agreement (excerpts only), LR Tab 3E, ss. 1.1(l), (z) and ss. 2.1 and 3.1. 
18 May 12, 2008 email, LR Tab 3F. 
19 Reasons at para 1; PASF at para 59. 
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13.  The structure of the transactions makes it apparent that the cash for the convertible 

debenture was an up-front payment by Matco to New Forbes for the Tax Losses while Matco 

searched for a profitable business that could use them. 

14.  In December 2008, Matco approached Deans Knight Capital Management Ltd. (DKCM), 

a fund management company that had identified a profit opportunity in high-yield bonds. DKCM 

was looking to raise money through an initial public offering (IPO) using a corporate structure. 

Matco proposed the applicant as the vehicle for the IPO and DKCM decided to use the applicant, 

rather than a new company, because of the unused Tax Losses.20 

15.  Matco, DKCM and the applicant entered into a letter of intent dated December 19, 2008 

that required the applicant to have at least $95 million of Tax Losses as at December 31, 2008. 

Pricing for the IPO would attribute a value of $5 million to the applicant’s existing shares. Stated 

another way, part of the IPO financing would be used to pay for the applicant’s Tax Losses. DKCM 

also specified four of the five individuals to be appointed as directors of the applicant.21 

16.  In order to direct the IPO without acquiring voting control of the applicant, steps were 

taken to reconstitute the applicant’s board with DKCM nominees, engage underwriters and appoint 

DKCM to manage the applicant. On February 5, 2009, the CEO of DKCM was appointed as a 

director and the applicant’s name was changed to Deans Knight Income Corporation.22 Later, an 

advisor agreement was entered into so DKCM would manage the applicant, and underwriters for 

the IPO were retained and a prospectus was issued.23 

17.  The IPO was marketed on the basis that the applicant would have enough Tax Losses to 

shelter the majority of income from the new investment business for five years and then, on April 

30, 2014, the business would be terminated and the applicant’s shares would be redeemed for cash 

equal to the net asset value per share.24 

                                              
20 Reasons at paras 29–31 and 77; PASF at paras 62–65. 
21 Reasons at para 33; December 19, 2008 letter of intent, LR Tab 3G. 
22 PASF at para 66. 
23 PASF at para 67. 
24 February 2009 confidential information memorandum, LR Tab 3H.  
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18.  On March 16, 2009, the applicant’s shares were consolidated, diluting the existing shares 

and New Forbes’ de jure control post-IPO.25 On March 18, 2009, the following occurred as 

planned: 

 Before the IPO closed Matco converted the debenture into 35% of the voting and 100% of 

the non-voting shares, representing a 79.9% equity interest. Matco also obtained an 

exemption from the IPO lock-up period in contemplation of Matco or an affiliate offering 

to acquire the Remaining Shares from New Forbes before the expiry of the Guarantee 

Period for a Sale Opportunity.26 (If Matco did not make an offer it would be obliged to pay 

New Forbes $800,000 without acquiring the Remaining Shares). 

 Four nominees of DKCM, plus a Matco nominee, were appointed as the applicant’s  

directors and three of DKCM’s officers were appointed as officers.27 

 The IPO closed, raising $100,368,900. Matco’s interest was then valued at about 

$4 million.28 

19.  On April 16, 2009, Matco, through a related corporation, fulfilled its obligation for the 

Guaranteed Amount regarding the Remaining Shares by purchasing those shares from New Forbes 

for $789,360. This provided the Sale Opportunity as contemplated in the Investment Agreement. 

In the end, New Forbes received $3,749,360 ($2,960,000 through the debenture cash, plus 

$789,360) and had no continuing interest in the applicant. And Matco held shares with an initial 

value of about $5 million. 

20.  The new investment business was successful. For its 2009 to 2012 taxation years, the 

applicant claimed non-capital losses and scientific research expenditures totalling about $64.7 

million (i.e., Tax Losses carried forward from the 2007 and preceding taxation years). In its fifth 

year, the applicant began winding up, as planned. 

                                              
25 PASF at paras 44(d) and 68. New Forbes’ 38,412,000 shares became 100,555 voting shares. 
26 Reasons at para 36; PASF at para 70. 
27 Reasons at para 37. 
28 Reasons at para 38; PASF at paras 71–72. 
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21.  The minister of national revenue reassessed the applicant to disallow the claimed Tax 

Losses, relying in part on the GAAR.29 The applicant appealed to the Tax Court of Canada. 

The decision of the Tax Court of Canada  

22.  The Tax Court rejected the Crown’s technical argument that Matco had obtained a right 

under the Investment Agreement to acquire the majority voting shares of the applicant, thereby 

acquiring control of the applicant under ss. 256(8) and 251(5)(b).30 Regarding the alternative 

GAAR argument, the Tax Court found that there was a tax benefit under s. 245(1)31 and avoidance 

transactions within the meaning of s. 245(3) were present (i.e., the applicant’s primary purpose of 

the transactions was to monetize the Tax Losses) but that there was no abuse under s. 245(4).32 

The decision of the Federal Court of Appeal  

23.  Following this Court’s decision in Duha, the FCA acknowledged that the term “acquisition 

of control” in s. 111(5) has been determined to mean de jure control33 but noted that the issue 

before it was not about interpreting or applying de jure control. Rather, the issue was whether the 

GAAR applied. In light of the Tax Court’s findings that there was both a tax benefit and numerous 

avoidance transactions, the only remaining question was whether the avoidance transactions giving 

rise to the tax benefit were abusive. On this question, the FCA followed this Court’s two-step 

analytical framework under s. 245(4). 

24.  Under step 1, the FCA articulated the object, spirit and purpose of s. 111(5) as (at least in 

part) being to restrict the use of specified losses, including non-capital losses, if a person or group 

of persons acquired actual control over the corporation’s actions, whether by way of de jure control 

or otherwise.34 

                                              
29 Reasons at paras 41–44; PASF at paras 80–82. 
30 Reasons at paras 45 and 66. 
31 Reasons at paras 73 and 77. 
32 Reasons at paras 82–83, 154 and 166. 
33 Reasons of Federal Court of Appeal (FCA Reasons) at para 28. 
34 FCA Reasons at paras 71–72, 93 and 96. 
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25.  Under step 2 of the abuse analysis, the FCA concluded that the Tax Court made a palpable 

and overriding error in failing to appreciate that the Investment Agreement gave Matco actual 

control over the actions of the applicant, including the approval of a Corporate Opportunity. By 

blatantly avoiding a technical acquisition of de jure control in circumstances where Matco actually 

controlled the applicant’s actions, the transactions clearly circumvented and frustrated the object, 

spirit and purpose of s. 111(5).35 Thus, the FCA found that the tax benefit should be denied under 

s. 245(2).36 

26.  In light of the above, the FCA found it unnecessary to consider whether the transactions 

had also abused the deeming rule in s. 256(8).37 

PART II — QUESTIONS IN ISSUE 

27.  The sole question is whether the application of the GAAR in the circumstances of this case 

raises an issue of public importance such that this Court should grant leave to appeal. 

PART III — ARGUMENT  

The GAAR does not change the meaning of a provision 

28.  The only issue at the FCA was whether the transactions resulted in abusive tax avoidance 

under the GAAR. The FCA did not introduce a new “actual control” test applicable in a non-

GAAR analysis, i.e., when the term “control” is used in the technical provisions of the Act where 

the GAAR is not at issue. Despite the applicant’s statements that the FCA introduced a new test 

for the meaning of “control”, it did not. The meaning of “control” remains unchanged when the 

GAAR is not at issue; the applicant’s arguments reveal no issue of public importance.  

29.  In enacting the GAAR, Parliament engrafted “quite a different sort of provision” into the 

Act in 1988.38 The GAAR was intended to negate arrangements that would be permissible under 

                                              
35 FCA Reasons at paras 98–105 and 111–113. 
36 FCA Reasons at para 114; see Amended Judgment dated September 9, 2021, LR Tab 3A. 
37 FCA Reasons at paras 69 and 113. 
38 Canada Trustco at para 13. 
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a literal meaning-based interpretation of other provisions in the Act where such arrangements 

amount to abusive tax avoidance.39 

30.  Where a transaction is an avoidance transaction (a transaction that would result in a tax 

benefit and whose primary purpose was to obtain the tax benefit), the tax benefit resulting from 

the transaction will be denied if the avoidance transaction results, directly or indirectly, in an abuse 

or misuse of the provisions of the Act.40 

31.  According to this Court’s clear guidance, the abuse analysis is done in two steps. The first 

step is for the court to determine the “object, spirit or purpose” of the provisions that are relied on 

for the tax benefit, having regard to the scheme of the Act, the relevant provisions and permissible 

extrinsic aids. Unlike traditional statutory interpretation, through which a court determines what 

the words of a statute mean, in a GAAR analysis the textual, contextual and purposive analysis is 

employed to determine the object, spirit or purpose of a provision. Here the meaning of the words 

may be clear, but the search is for the rationale that underlies the words, which may not be captured 

by the bare meaning of the words themselves. Under the second step, the court must consider 

whether the transactions are consistent with or frustrate the identified purpose.41 

32.  Thus, the GAAR is a legal mechanism whereby Parliament conferred on the court the duty 

to go behind the words of a provision to determine their object, spirit or purpose, recognizing that 

the taxpayer’s transactions will be in strict compliance with the meaning of the provision.42 

33.  The thread holding the applicant’s argument together, when examined in light of the 

GAAR, is flawed. The applicant incorrectly conflates the FCA’s determination of the object, spirit 

or purpose of s. 111(5) in a GAAR analysis with a traditional statutory interpretation that 

determines what the words of a provision mean. This is contrary to this Court’s clear delineation—

summarized in Copthorne—between a meaning-based construction and an object, spirit or purpose 

interpretation in a GAAR analysis:43 

                                              
39 Canada Trustco at paras 13–14. 
40 Copthorne at para 32; s. 245(4). 
41 Canada Trustco at para 55; Copthorne at paras 69–72. 
42 Copthorne at paras 66 and 70. 
43 Copthorne at para 70. 
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… the analysis seeks to determine a different aspect of the statute than in 
other cases. In a traditional statutory interpretation approach the court 
applies the textual, contextual and purposive analysis to determine what 

the words of the statute mean. In a GAAR analysis the textual, contextual 
and purposive analysis is employed to determine the object, spirit or 
purpose of a provision. Here the meaning of the words of the statute may 
be clear enough. The search is for the rationale that underlies the words 

that may not be captured by the bare meaning of the words themselves… 

34.  Put plain, a GAAR analysis does not change the meaning of, or legal test applicable to, a 

statutory provision. And discerning the object, spirit and purpose of Parliament’s legislation does 

not result in a court legislating through a judicial decision. Here the FCA’s decision in no way 

amounts to a transgression into the territory of the legislator. 

35.  The applicant makes repeated reference to Duha. But the dispute in Duha did not concern 

the GAAR as the taxation years in issue preceded its enactment in 1988.44 It had no application 

and this Court’s decision made no reference to the GAAR. The fact that Duha was heard after the 

GAAR was enacted is of no moment. 

36.  And, contrary to the applicant’s assertions, this Court did not conduct an object, spirit or 

purpose analysis of s. 111(5) in Duha in a manner equivalent to a GAAR analysis. In actuality, 

this Court explicitly said an “object and spirit” approach was unnecessary for the reason that the 

relevant provisions were clear and unambiguous.45 Thus, Duha is not determinative of the object, 

spirit, and purpose of s. 111(5) for GAAR purposes. 

37.  Moreover, any suggestion that clear and unambiguous words prevail by default in a GAAR 

analysis is clearly wrong and inimical to this Court’s decisions in Canada Trustco and Copthorne, 

and all the cases that follow those decisions. 

38.  Returning to Duha, the issue there was whether a unanimous shareholders agreement 

(USA) may be considered in assessing de jure control under s. 111(5) and, if so, whether the USA 

deprived a shareholder of control. There was no dispute that the de jure control test was applicable. 

                                              
44 SC 1988, c 55, s. 185. Although former s. 245(1) was argued in the Tax Court in Duha, the 
provision (a very different rule) was not advanced on appeal: see [1996] 3 FC 78 (FCA) at paras 6 
and 39. Former s. 245(1) was repealed in 1988 upon the enactment of the GAAR.  
45 Duha at paras 86–88. 

https://reports.fja-cmf.gc.ca/fja-cmf/j/en/332774/1/document.do
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In that context, this Court reiterated in Duha that it has been well recognized under the Act that 

“control” normally refers to de jure control and not de facto control, with the general test being as 

set out in Buckerfield’s: whether the majority shareholder enjoys “effective control” over the 

“affairs and fortunes” of the corporation as manifested in “ownership of such a number of shares 

as carries with it the right to a majority of the votes in the election of the board of directors”.46 This 

Court had already considered the meaning of de jure control six times47 and said that de jure 

control has emerged as the Canadian standard.48 

39.  The FCA acknowledged that “acquisition of control” in s. 111(5) was judicially determined 

to mean de jure control as set out in Duha.49 Because only the GAAR was in issue, the FCA was 

not interpreting the meaning of, or applying, the legal test for de jure control. It was accepted that 

there was no acquisition of de jure control by Matco. The applicant had argued in the FCA that the 

object, spirit or purpose of “control” in s. 111(5) was fully reflected in its text; in other words, that 

its underlying rationale was no broader than the text itself.50 

40.  The leave application rests on the false premise that the FCA introduced a new test for the 

meaning of control. As well, the applicant’s approach is not consistent with this Court’s well-

established GAAR framework and retreats to a purely text-based analysis of object, spirit and 

purpose. This is antithetical to the purpose of the GAAR and this Court’s guidance. 

41.  Moreover, the applicant’s suggestion that Parliament somehow by inaction confirmed that 

it considers the object, spirit or purpose of s. 111(5) to be confined to de jure control raises a point 

that has already been addressed by this Court. Leaving aside the reality that the GAAR was 

Parliament’s statutory response to abusive tax loss trading in 1988, this Court in Copthorne has 

already rejected the applicant’s argument that there is reason to believe that, if the legislature had 

                                              
46 Duha at para 35‒36 and 85, referring to Buckerfield’s Ltd v MNR, [1964] CTC 504 (Ex Ct). 
47 MNR v Dworkin Furs (Pembroke) Ltd, [1967] SCR 223; Vina-Rug (Canada) Ltd v MNR, [1968] 

SCR 193; Donald Applicators Ltd v MNR, 71 DTC 5202 (SCC) (orally); MNR v Consolidated 
Holding Co, [1974] SCR 419; Oakfield Developments (Toronto) Ltd v MNR, [1971] SCR 1032; 
The Queen v Imperial General Properties Ltd , [1985] 2 SCR 288 [Imperial General]. 
48 Duha at para 36. 
49 FCA Reasons at para 44. 
50 FCA Reasons at para 61; compare to Copthorne at paras 109–110. 

https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/4689/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/4760/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/4760/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/5192/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/4955/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/88/index.do
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meant to include a particular thing within its legislation, it would have done so expressly. The 

answer in Copthorne, as here, is that the argument is misplaced because it relies exclusively on the 

text of the provision. As this Court has stated, such an approach would render the GAAR 

meaningless.51 

42.  No conflict arises from the decision of the FCA. The de jure control test in Duha remains 

the legal test applicable when the term “control” is used in the Act and the provision operates based 

on its ordinary meaning.  

43.  In sum, there is no issue of public importance. As noted, this Court has settled the analytical 

framework for applying the GAAR and this case does not raise any fundamental issues about the 

GAAR framework that require this Court to revisit its prior jurisprudence, especially after just 

reaffirming it.52 This Court’s earlier decisions for undertaking a GAAR analysis have consistently 

been followed in the Tax Court and FCA, as well as in provincial superior and appellate courts.  

The FCA’s conclusion on the object, spirit and purpose of s. 111(5) does not raise an issue of 

public importance 

44.  The FCA’s determination of the object, spirit and purpose of s. 111(5) is not, in itself, an 

issue of public importance. 

45.  The FCA discerned and rearticulated the object, spirit, and purpose of s. 111(5) because 

the Tax Court’s statement on the underlying rationale of the provision lacked clarity.53 In doing 

so, the FCA relied on clear extrinsic aids relating to legislative intent, including this Court’s 

jurisprudence acknowledging that the Act aims to prevent loss trading.54 

46.  As for jurisprudence, there is this Court’s clear statement in Mathew that the general policy 

of the Act is to prohibit the transfer of losses between taxpayers, subject to specific exemptions, 

                                              
51 Copthorne at paras 108 and 111.  
52 Canada Trustco; Mathew; Lipson; Copthorne; Alta Luxembourg. 
53 FCA Reasons at paras 72 and 93. 
54 The FCA’s conclusion as to the object, spirit and purpose of s. 111(5) on control is also 

consistent with this Court’s emphasis that de jure control seeks to assess the impact of rights “over 

the long run”: Imperial General at 295, cited in Duha at para 44. 
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which must be taken into account in determining Parliament’s intent. This was grounded in specific 

provisions (ss. 111(1) and (5)) although these did not give rise to the tax benefit in Mathew.55 

47.  Although there are other examples, the FCA referred to the contemporaneous statement by 

the minister of finance in 1963 that explained why the acquisition of control rule was introduced 

in the predecessor to s. 111(5).56 The FCA also referred to an article (published contemporaneously 

with the enactment of the GAAR in 1988) in which David Dodge, senior assistant deputy minister 

of finance, commented that one of the objectives of the GAAR was to deal with the erosion of tax 

revenues, including a large shortfall that “was considered to be caused largely by the unexpected 

application of loss carryforwards”. There can be no doubt that the GAAR was, in part, Parliament’s 

legislative response to arm’s length loss trading. The FCA had no difficulty concluding that the 

government believed in 1988 that the text of the restrictions in s. 111(5) on the use of non-capital 

losses did not fully reflect the purpose of the provision.57 A straight line can be drawn between 

loss trading (by circumventing an acquisition of de jure control) and the GAAR’s enactment.58  

48.  The statements relied on by the FCA accord with this Court’s guidance on the analytical 

framework for the GAAR59 and findings in the context of loss trading in Mathew.  

49.  The applicant refers to Parliament’s adoption of a de facto control rule in s. 256(5.1) 

applicable elsewhere in the Act, including in the associated corporation rules. But the applicant 

ignores that Parliament did so in the same amending statute that enacted the GAAR in 1988.60 As 

such, there was no need to change the legal test in s. 111(5). Moreover, the de jure control test, 

applicable in s. 111(5) and elsewhere in the Act, is a more certain and predictable rule. This does 

not mean that the underlying rationale of s. 111(5) is certainty and predictability. There is no 

                                              
55 Mathew (sub nom. Kaulius) at para 49; see Kaulius v Canada, 2003 FCA 371 at para 18; 
OSFC Holdings Ltd v Canada, 2001 FCA 260 [OSFC] at paras 86–98.  
56 FCA Reasons at paras 42 and 78–79; Bill C-95, “An Act to amend the Income Tax Act”, 2nd 
reading, House of Commons Debates, 26-1, No 4 (16 October 1963) at 3637. 
57 FCA Reasons at paras 80 and 84–85; D Dodge, “A New and More Coherent Approach to Tax 
Avoidance” (1988) 36:1 Can Tax J 1 at 3 and fn 36. 
58 See also FCA Reasons at para 85. 
59 Copthorne at para 69. 
60 SC 1988, c 55, ss. 185 and 192(3), adding ss. 245 and 256(5.1). 

https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/32111/index.do
https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/31904/index.do
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conflict when control in s. 111(5) is construed with a focus on s. 111(5)’s underlying rationale in 

a GAAR analysis. 

50.  The FCA properly concluded that the Tax Court had made a palpable and overriding error 

in step two of the abuse analysis. In particular, the FCA said that the terms of the Investment 

Agreement gave Matco actual control over the actions of the applicant, including the approval of 

a Corporate Opportunity. As a consequence of the restrictions on the applicant and New Forbes, 

the Investment Agreement handed actual control of the applicant to Matco; New Forbes and the 

applicant realistically could do nothing other than ensure they fulfilled their obligation to assist 

Matco with implementing the Corporate Opportunity so as to monetize the Tax Losses.61 

51.  As such, the FCA found that the transactions blatantly avoided an acquisition of control of 

the applicant, clearly resulted in an abuse of s. 111(5), and that the GAAR should deny the tax 

benefit.62 Stated another way, the GAAR would deny the use of the applicant’s Tax Losses because 

they were being traded in a manner that circumvented the rationale of s. 111(5). 

52.  The FCA’s conclusion on step two of the abuse analysis is a finding of mixed fact and law. 

The applicant—disagreeing with the FCA’s finding—merely seeks to have this Court make 

different findings of fact and to act as a court of error. This does not raise an issue of public 

importance. 

This Court has dealt with the matter of uncertainty under the GAAR 

53.  It is well recognized that the GAAR creates uncertainty for taxpayers who engage in 

avoidance transactions. In particular, in Copthorne, it was argued that taxpayers would be under 

the “Damoclesian menace of the GAAR”, i.e., that taxpayers would be in a state of impermissible 

uncertainty.63 This was met with two decisive responses. 

54.  First, this Court made clear that where a transaction takes place primarily for a non-tax 

purpose, the GAAR will not be triggered.64 In effect, the requirement that there be an avoidance 

                                              
61 FCA Reasons at paras 98, 105 and 111–112. 
62 FCA Reasons at para 113. 
63 Copthorne at para 119; see also Alta Luxembourg at para 2. 
64 Copthorne at paras 119–121. 
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transaction under s. 245(3) acts as a gatekeeper. Taxpayers wanting certainty can ensure that they 

enter into transactions primarily for commercial reasons and not to avoid tax. Here, the applicant’s 

IPO prospectus acknowledged the tax risk—that the availability of the Tax Losses could 

successfully be challenged. By undertaking avoidance transactions primarily to obtain a tax 

benefit, it was understood that, in order for the applicant to avail itself of the tax benefits, the 

transactions were required to comply not only with the textual requirements of the Act, but also 

the object and spirit of the relevant provisions.65 

55.  Second, in enacting the GAAR, Parliament understood the uncertainty that it would create. 

Therefore, this Court said that it must be acknowledged that the GAAR has created an 

“unavoidable degree of uncertainty” for taxpayers. But, at the same time, before the GAAR can 

be applied it must be clearly demonstrated that the transactions are abusive.66 

56.  There are no issues of uncertainty that warrant further direction from this Court. 

57.  Moreover, this Court’s decision in Mathew on loss transfers, the FCA’s decision here and 

the FCA’s decisions in OSFC and Birchcliff consistently hold that the GAAR will apply to prevent 

arm’s length loss trading.67 

58.  There are also no issues of inconsistency that warrant further direction from this Court.  

There is no meaningful split between the trial courts and the courts of appeal 

59.  There is no significant split or dissonance between the Tax Court and the FCA in applying 

this Court’s GAAR framework that requires this Court to intervene. Since Copthorne, numerous 

GAAR cases have gone to intermediate courts of appeal, including to the FCA. In only seven have 

the courts of appeal overturned the trial court, with three in favour of taxpayers68 and four in favour 

                                              
65 Prospectus (excerpts only) dated March 9, 2009, LR Tab 3I. 
66 Copthorne at para 123; see also Lipson at para 52. 
67 OSFC at paras 105 and 117; Birchcliff Energy Ltd v Canada, 2019 FCA 151, leave refused, 

38761 (14 November 2019) at paras 22, 29 and 54‒55. 
68 Veracity Capital Corporation v Canada , 2017 BCCA 3, leave refused, 37467 (8 June 2017); 
Univar Holdco Canada ULC v Canada , 2017 FCA 207; 1245989 Alberta Ltd (Wild) v Canada, 
2018 FCA 114. 

https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/405981/index.do?q=2019+FCA+151
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-l-csc-a/en/item/18030/index.do
https://www.bccourts.ca/jdb-txt/ca/17/00/2017BCCA0003.htm
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-l-csc-a/en/item/16673/index.do
https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/235963/index.do
https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/311065/index.do
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of the Crown.69 In nearly every instance, the issue has turned on the question of law relating to the 

determination of the underlying rationale of the relevant provisions. Courts are assiduously 

following this Court’s analytical approach. 

60.  In short, the applicant’s suggestion that there is an epidemic of uncertainty is hyperbole.  

Subsequent statutory amendments render similar structures ineffective after 2013 and other 

cases do not demonstrate an issue of public importance 

61.  The amendment adding s. 256.1 to the Act renders “high equity-low vote” loss trading 

structures like the applicant’s ineffective for transactions undertaken after March 20, 2013.70 As 

such, there is no broader issue of public importance as such transactions would be caught by 

s. 256.1. 

62.  The existence of other pending cases involving loss trading and the GAAR also does not 

signify an issue of public importance. Regardless of whether the transactions in those cases took 

place before or after the effective date of the amendment, those cases must still be considered 

based on their own facts. Here, the FCA’s decision was based on the transactions undertaken and 

the particular facts of the case and the underlying rationale of the provisions prior to the 

amendment. 

The applicant’s examples and materials do not demonstrate an issue of public importance 

63.  The applicant’s examples of the myriad of ways in which control arises in relation to 

“everyday” transactions do not create an issue of public importance  because the applicant’s 

transactions were not “everyday” transactions. They were blatant avoidance transactions. By virtue 

of the GAAR, the applicant’s transactions were not subject to the well recognized de jure control 

standard. The applicant attempts to conjure up an issue of public importance that does not exist. 

                                              
69 In addition to this case, the others are: Canada v Global Equity Fund Ltd, 2012 FCA 272, leave 
refused, 35147 (11 March 2013); Canada v Oxford Properties Group Inc, 2018 FCA 30, leave 
refused, 38049 (13 December 2018); Canada v 594710 British Columbia Ltd, 2018 FCA 166, 
leave refused, 38352 (21 February 2019). 
70 SC 2013, c 40, s. 94, adding s. 256.1. 

https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/37613/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-l-csc-a/en/item/12979/index.do
https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/307178/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-l-csc-a/en/item/17408/index.do
https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/344715/index.do
https://decisions.scc-csc.ca/scc-csc/scc-l-csc-a/en/item/17558/index.do
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64.  None of the applicant’s “everyday” examples illustrate an avoidance transaction; they do 

not trigger the GAAR and reveal nothing about loss trading by circumventing an acquisition of de 

jure control.  

65.  Similarly, the correspondence from the Tax Executives Institute (TEI) appended to a legal 

assistant’s affidavit in the application does not create an issue of public importance. The TEI letter 

completely ignores the GAAR and rests on the same faulty premise that the application itself does: 

that the FCA substituted a so-called “New Actual Control Standard” for the de jure control 

standard when the meaning of control is in issue. Moreover, the examples of the TEI do not on 

their face describe any avoidance transactions (or even transactions) that would attract the scrutiny 

of the GAAR. The alarmist commentary written by practitioners likewise do not provide examples 

of everyday transactions that are rendered uncertain by the FCA’s decision. 

Conclusion 

66.  In sum, the application raises no issues of public importance. 

PART IV — COSTS 

67.  There is no reason to depart from the ordinary rule that costs should follow the event. 

PART V — ORDER SOUGHT 

68.  The Crown asks that the application for leave to appeal be dismissed with costs. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. 

 
Dated this 28th day of November, 2021. 

 
_____________________________ 

Perry Derksen, Matthew Turnell, 

Eric Brown & Kiel Walker  

Counsel for the Respondent 
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